50 years of ingenious ideas and winning technology

Established in 1959
by honoris causa Engineer Mauro Mantecchini,
FIUDI – Fabbrica Italiana Utensili Diamantati Industriali
is a leader in the development and production of PCD and PCBN machining tools.

50 continuous years of history, of successes, of technological achievements
and total dedication to meet the needs of Customers, who have made FIUDI:

- A brand known throughout the world
- A leading provider of special tool technology
- The industry standard for those who seek the best in innovation and quality.

To choose FIUDI means to have on one’s side:
- 50 years of proven, specialized experience
- Partners ready to listen and back the Customer
at every stage of the process

- Strategic problem appraisal
- Proposal of tool technology to be adopted
- Co-design
- Shared testing
- Implementation of optimum solution.

Co-design
is the most effective solution
to delicate problems

Because with FIUDI
true personalization
is always standard.

We invest in technology
to produce quality

Quality without trade-off vis-a-vis the environment
and the process. FIUDI has opted for maximum customer
satisfaction with an eye to the environment.

Where technology
matters most,
FIUDI is the leader.

Precision, durability, technological excellence, cost effectiveness.
The quality of FIUDI products, together with their unusual design and manufacturing flexibility,
make them the best option for applications in the following sectors:

- Automotive
- Aeronautics and space
- Energy
- Hydraulics and gas
- Electrical components
- Bio-engineering
- Jewellery making